ABSTRACT

Background: The US Naval Special Warfare’s Special Warfare Combatant-Craft Crewmen (SWCC) operate on small, high-speed boats while wearing tactical gear (TG). The TG increases mission safety and success but may affect postural stability, potentially increasing risk for musculoskeletal injury. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to examine the effects of TG on postural stability during the Sensory Organization Test (SOT). Methods: Eight SWCC performed the SOT on NeuroCom’s Balance Manager with TG and with no tactical gear (NTG). The status of gear was performed in randomized order. The SOT consisted of six different conditions that challenge sensory systems responsible for postural stability. Each condition was performed for three trials, resulting in a total of 18 trials. Results: Overall performance, each individual condition, and sensory system analysis (somatosensory, visual, vestibular, preference) were scored. Data were not normally distributed therefore Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to compare each variable (p = .05). No significant differences were found between NTG and TG tests. No statistically significant differences were detected under the two TG conditions. This may be due to low statistical power, or potentially insensitivity of the assessment. Also, the amount and distribution of weight worn during the TG conditions, and the SWCC’s unstable occupational platform, may have contributed to the findings. The data from this sample will be used in future research to better understand how TG affects SWCC. Conclusion: The data show that the addition of TG used in our study did not affect postural stability of SWCC during the SOT. Although no statistically significant differences were observed, there are clinical reasons for continued study of the effect of increased load on postural stability, using more challenging conditions, greater surface perturbations, dynamic tasks, and heavier loads.
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Introduction

Tactical gear (TG) worn by US military members has significantly increased in weight since the late 19th century to loads that may exceed the Soldier’s body weight. The amount of gear worn for protection and tactical operation has significantly contributed to improving military operations. The added weight, however, appears to increase pain and the risk for musculoskeletal injury, which is a significant problem in the US military: more than 700,000 such injuries were reported as of 2006. The cause of musculoskeletal injuries may be due to multiple factors, including overuse, performing military duties in body armor, or even leisure activities and exercise.

One risk factor for injury is decreased postural stability or, simply stated, one’s balance. Postural stability can be affected by the increased amount of weight worn by military Servicemembers by moving the center of mass superiorly and anteriorly, altering sensory input, hindering response time, increasing task difficulty by influencing mobility, and increasing the risk for musculoskeletal injury. Schiffman et al. observed decreased postural stability in military personal performing static tasks with weights of 6kg, 16kg, and 40kg. The addition of load carriage has been shown to increase postural sway during static upright stance, suggesting that the external load negatively affects the ability of the individual to maintain postural stability while decreasing mobility for occupational tasks. Further, Sell et al. performed a standardized jumping task to simulate military activities and observed that TG negatively affects dynamic postural stability. It was concluded that the observed decrement in dynamic postural stability when wearing TG may lead to increased risk for musculoskeletal injury.

Although there have been numerous studies of postural stability and military load carriage, the effect of body armor on postural stability of Special Operations Forces (SOF) Special Warfare Combatant-Craft Crewmen (SWCC) is unknown. The postural stability of this specific group is particularly important because of the specialized environment and conditions in which they work. SWCC perform special missions on small, high-speed water craft on ocean and small-river water systems for the insertion and extraction of SOF in areas
where larger water craft cannot effectively maneuver. When performing military tactical training or completing a mission, the SWCC must wear body armor and TG on the craft and maintain proper postural stability to safely and efficiently complete the mission. The effect of load carriage on SWCC is unknown.

The purpose of this study was to determine if body armor and TG affects postural stability in SWCC. It was hypothesized that the addition of body armor and TG would negatively affect postural stability and, therefore, may increase risk for lower extremity musculoskeletal injury. The results of this study will provide insight into the effects of load carriage on postural stability and potential need for physical training techniques to mitigate the negative effects that load carriage may have on postural stability.

Methods

Participants

Eight SWCC who cleared for full active duty participated in this study (mean ± standard deviation [SD]: age, 27.1 ± 6.9 years; height, 180.8cm ± 6.5cm weight, 90.7kg ± 5.7kg). All subjects were informed of the testing procedures and provided written informed consent prior to testing. This study was approved by the University of Pittsburgh institutional review board. The crewmen were tested with TG and without tactical gear (NTG) in a randomized order. Each crewman wore standard operational gear, weighing a mean (±SD) of 21.7kg ± 1.1kg, for TG tests that included body armor, blue weapons (also known as plastic simulation weapons), plastic ammunition magazines, and helmet and night optic devices.

Instrumentation

The NeuroCom Balance Manager Smart EquiTest (Natus Medical Inc., http://balanceandmobility.com) was used to determine postural stability. The apparatus is equipped with two force sensors and a dynamic visual surround that are used to provide challenging support and visual conditions. NeuroCom's standardized protocol for the Sensory Organization Test (SOT) was used to assess postural stability and consists of six conditions, each having three consecutive trials. The six conditions (C1–C6) of the SOT are (1) eyes open with stationary support, (2) eyes closed with stationary support, (3) eyes open with dynamic surround, (4) eyes open with dynamic support, (5) eyes closed with dynamic support, and (6) eyes open with dynamic surround and support. The SOT provides an overall composite score (SOTcomp) and four sensory analysis scores: somatosensory (SOM), visual (VIS), vestibular (VEST), and preference (PREF). These scores indicate the ability of the subject to use information from the indicated sensory system to maintain postural stability (i.e., SOM, VIS, VEST) when the sensory input is accurate. The PREF score indicates the subject’s ability to maintain postural stability using inaccurate visual information.

Procedures

Height and weight for each crewman with and without TG were measured. The crewmen performed the SOT in accordance with NeuroCom’s standard operating procedure based on each subject’s height. The crewmen were instructed to maintain proper foot position and to maintain their normal standing balance, with arms to their side and while looking straight ahead. Crewmen performed the NTG unshod, according to standard procedures, but wore tactical footwear during the TG protocol. Researchers observed foot position throughout the protocol to ensure compliance with the manufacturer’s operation procedure. The harness provided by NeuroCom was used only during the TG tests to catch in the event of a fall, but researchers ensured it did not impede mobility. No falls were observed during testing. TG and NTG tests were completed in a randomized order. Balance was scored for overall performance, each of the six conditions, and sensory system analysis scores for SOM, VIS, VEST, and PREF. Normality was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk test with statistical significance set at $p < .05$. Data were not normally distributed; therefore, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to compare each subject’s performance on each postural stability variable between TG and NTG conditions with significance set a priori at $p < .05$.

Results

The means, standard deviations, median values, and interquartile ranges for each SOT variable (SOTcomp, SOM, VIS, VEST, PREF, and C1–C6) are included in Table 1. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed no differences in SOT performance for any of the postural stability variables with and without wearing TG.

Discussion

The effect that load carriage has on SWCC postural stability, specifically SOT performance, is unknown. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine if body armor and TG affect postural stability in SWCC. We hypothesized that the addition of body armor and TG would decrease postural stability, but our hypothesis was not supported. In our study, SWCC were able to maintain the same postural stability performance with the SOT when wearing 21.7kg ± 1.1kg on the upper body as without the TG. The statistical analysis revealed no significant differences between conditions for the SOTcomp, SOM, VIS, VEST, or PREF scores.
When compared with other studies, the SOT comp scores of our subjects during the NTG tests were slightly lower. Several other studies reported SOTcomp scores ranging from 80 to 82.33 for healthy young adults. These subjects likely had better scores because they were younger. One study reported SOTcomp scores for 31–40-year-old subjects to be 78.6, which was still higher than those in our study. The differences observed in our group compared with other studies demonstrate a need for larger studies, specifically in the SOF population, so that crewmen may be compared with similar subjects. It is interesting to note that the NTG score of our group (n = 8) is lower than the average of SWCC participating in a larger prospective study being conducted by our research group. Unpublished data from our laboratory, from a study of 149 subjects, suggest the average SOTcomp score of SWCC is 80.39. It is possible that the small group used for these analyses did not perform as well as the average for SWCC or other healthy adult groups. It is unknown if crewmen with a higher NTG score would perform differently with the addition of TG.

It is also possible that we did not find an effect of TG on postural stability, because of the amount and placement of the weight used. Park et al. suggest that even distributions of weight could lead to improved postural stability by decreasing body sway. They observed no significant differences in the center of pressure excursions between military training college students wearing evenly weighted tactical vests with ceramic plates and those wearing compression sport shorts. However, they observed that uneven distributions of weight significantly increased anteroposterior center of pressure excursions (COP). This increase in COP excursion during static stance has been observed with posterior loading of TG weighing 16kg and that weighing 40kg. The distribution of weight from this study was not measured; however, SWCC carry body armor with front and rear protective ballistic plates, anteriorly placed ammunition magazines, and a posteriorly placed rifle to create a more evenly weighted distribution, which would be similar to one of the conditions used by Park et al., where weight was placed both anteriorly and posteriorly on the tactical vest. The weight distribution of the helmet in this study was also not calculated, but the forward-facing night optic devices along with a counter weight placed posteriorly on the helmet may create an evenly distributed weight on the head. It is possible that the total weight, or the distribution, included in this study may not be enough of a challenge to observe change in postural stability.

The lack of change between NTG and TG SOM, VEST, VIS, and PREF scores could also be due to increased exposure of SWCC to the varying pitch, yaw, and roll of the water craft, leading to greater postural stability that begins during qualification training and remains a consistent exposure throughout their career. It is understood that repeated exposure to on-water environments causes an increase in vestibular cues while providing lower instance of motion sickness, which is caused by a conflict of sensory systems. Tal et al. studied motion sickness in naval crew members and observed habituation of motion sickness and increased SOT scores after 6 and 12 months of water-craft exposures. Similarly, somatosensory function related to postural stability may be trained by consistently wearing gear. The helmet worn can weigh up to 2.5kg and places significant strain on the cervical muscles, which play a primary role in maintaining
spatial orientation because of the high density of muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs that are responsible for proprioceptive input for postural control. These spindles make up what Kavounoudias and Gilhodes described as the “proprioceptive chain,” allowing input to travel from the one location of the body to another to aid postural control and body orientation. The high volume of tactical training undertaken by the SWCC while wearing TG may increase the rate at which the muscle spindle fires, allowing for faster reaction to sudden perturbations and improved postural stability. The amount of time wearing helmets, often more than 4 hours per training day, may have also increased muscular strength and endurance of the cervical muscles, allowing SWCC to maintain postural stability without experiencing cervical fatigue. This is interesting because previous literature has shown decreased postural stability with exercise-induced fatigue of the cervical extensors.

It is also possible the degree of difficulty of the SOT may not have been great enough to elicit significant change between wearing TG and not wearing TG. Other studies have shown significant changes in gait when load was added to military Soldiers compared with normal gait pattern with changes in knee range of motion, forward head posture, and pelvis rotation during dynamic movement. Dynamic postural stability is another aspect of balance that allows researchers to assess postural stability in a valid, reliable, and more functional manner. One such test involves jumping off of two feet, landing on one foot, and subsequent postural stabilization upon a force plate. This task may be more challenging to SWCC and may reveal greater difference in SOT when the SWCC remain stationary even in challenging sensory conditions. A more challenging dynamic task may be more appropriate because these types of movements are necessary in some aspects of military training, such as land-based tactical skills and leaping on and off of the craft. Further, other literature has observed decreased dynamic postural stability during a single-leg landing jump task in US Army Soldiers while wearing TG. Decrement in dynamic postural stability may increase the risk for lower limb musculoskeletal injury, potentially to a greater degree than static postural stability tasks.

Although no statistical differences were found, it is important to consider the potential clinical significance of differences observed. Rounding to the nearest whole number, for ease of clinical interpretation, reveals a difference score of 3 for the SOTcomp, with the crewmen performing worse while wearing TG. It is the opinion of the authors that clinical significance may be observed with a change of 3 or more in the SOTcomp score. A change of 3 in the score may be a clinically significant difference when investigating differences in SWCC because, in highly trained crewmen, a small difference may indicate a clinically meaningful difference in performance. The difference in median score for the SOM, VEST, and PREF scores is 0. This lack of change indicates that the crewmen experienced no difference in their ability to use somatosensory, vestibular, or inaccurate visual information when wearing TG versus NTG. The difference in the VIS median score was 3, with the crewmen performing better with their TG on. Therefore, SWCC may use visual input to a greater degree under a challenging balance condition with the addition of TG.

Limitations
This study is not without limitations. Only a small sample of SWCC was recruited to participate. Also, the crewmen wore tactical footwear during the TG tests, which may influence the results of the SOT. NeuroCom’s Balance Manager Smart Equitest system does allow footwear to be worn in cases in which the individual is unable to remove their footwear (i.e., elderly populations), but states that testing should be done under similar conditions unless differences between shod and unshod protocols was the primary measure. Also, the SOT uses an equilibrium score to assess postural stability combining the somatosensory, visual, and vestibular systems into one score. The equilibrium score is based upon an equation that has a set theoretical limit of stability of 12.5° often seen the normal population. Chaudhry et al. believe this may also be a limitation because individuals outside of the normal population may have a higher limit of stability and, therefore, a theoretical inaccurate result from the SOT may be observed because of this set limit.

Conclusion
SWCC performed very similarly on the SOT with and without wearing TG. This demonstrates that the sensory systems of the SWCC responded similarly with and without TG to maintain postural stability. There may be a slight clinically significant difference indicating that SWCC use their visual system more while wearing TG even though no statistically significant differences were found in the SOTcomp score. The researchers believe the primary reasoning behind the similar performance is due to frequent exposure to an unstable occupational platform. This exposure would drive the development, and likely improvement, of postural stability under the conditions tested in the current study. Therefore, the risk of incurring lower extremity musculoskeletal injury due to postural instability may be diminished, but this risk should not be completely dismissed, because safety is still imperative to completing any task while carrying a load. Based upon the findings of this study and the nature of the SWCC operational task, further investigation of postural stability during more challenging testing conditions, such as greater surface perturbations, dynamic tasks, and heavier loads, may elicit changes in postural stability not observed here.
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